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Abstract Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
(ESCA) being conceptually a photoelectron spectroscopy
is established as a chemically specific probe mostly for sur-
face analysis. Liquid phase ESCA for volatile liquids has
become possible through the development of the liquid mi-
crojet technique in vacuum enabling the measurement of
liquid interface photoelectron emission at the high vapor
pressure of volatile liquids. Recently we have been able to
add the dimension of time to the liquid interface ESCA tech-
nique employing high-harmonics soft X-ray and UV/near IR
femtosecond pulses in combination with liquid water micro
beams in vacuum. The concepts as well as technical details
are outlined and several characteristic applications are high-
lighted.
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1 Introduction
1.1 ESCA and photoelectron spectroscopy near liquid
interfaces
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), also known as
Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA), is a
powerful spectroscopic tool for the study of the physical and
chemical properties of a material’s surface [2]. Core elec-
trons are emitted by the sample due to the well-known pho-
toelectric effect. The emitted electrons have a kinetic en-
ergy equal to the difference of the X-ray photon energy and
the binding energy of the electron as illustrated in Fig. 1,
hence for a known photon energy the conversion from ki-
netic energies to binding energies is straightforward, thereby
enabling element identification. ESCA is only able to ana-
lyze the top 20–50 Å of a sample, making it an extremely
surface-sensitive technique. In addition to the element speci-
ficity, the technique can also provide information about an
element’s chemical environment or oxidation state.
Due to the technical and conceptual problems with
(volatile) liquids in vacuum, liquid phase (high pressure)
ESCA is much less well established [3–8] than XPS at solid
state surfaces. Only after Faubel et al. developed the liquid
beam technique in vacuum also volatile liquids like water
could be investigated with photoelectron spectroscopy in
vacuum [5–8]. Since then, the chemical shift in the static
ESCA approach has also been a particularly powerful ob-
servable for probing electron densities and molecular orbital
energies in different liquid molecular environments [9, 10].
1.2 Time-dependent chemical shifts
In order to discuss time-dependent chemical shifts in ultra-
fast experiments we will start from the classical chemical
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of
the principle of photoelectron
spectroscopy (high-energy
photon produces an electron
with a kinetic energy
determined by the difference of
the photon energy and the
binding energy of the electron).
From the kinetic energy
spectrum the binding energy
spectrum is calculated (adapted
from [1])
shift as introduced by Siegbahn et al. [2, 3]. As illustrated
in Fig. 1 the detected kinetic energy spectra of the electrons
in an ESCA or XPS experiment are converted to spectral
emission intensities as a function of binding energy, thereby
enabling element identification. The chemical environment
of an atom affects the strength with which electrons are
bound to it. Atoms associated with different chemical en-
vironments (intra- and intermolecular) produce photoemis-
sion peaks appearing at slightly different binding energies,
which is referred to as the chemical shift. Binding energies
and chemical shifts are used here interchangeably. The term
“chemical shift” results from comparative studies in series
of ESCA studies of atoms in molecules (e.g., C-atoms) with
different chemical bonding or with different chemical sub-
stitution. It is in fact correlated with electron densities in the
molecules, as has been acknowledged early by theoreticians
[2–4], and it has early been pointed out that there exists a
correlation between chemical shifts in NMR and ESCA both
correlated with electron densities in the molecule [11]. For a
full and comprehensive theoretical account of the chemical
shift we refer to [11].
Taking into account the initial and final states of rele-
vance (see also Fig. 2) and energy conservation the electron
binding energy is
EB = Ef,HFtot − Ei,HFtot + Ecorr + Erel, (1)
where Ei,HFtot denotes Hartree-Fock energies of the final and
initial states, respectively, and Ecorr and Erel is the dif-
ferences of the correlation and relativistic energies of the
final and initial states [11]. The reference level in elec-
tron binding calculations is generally chosen as the vacuum
level. Following Koopman’s theorem, which says that in the
frozen orbital approximation the electron binding energy is
equal to the negative of the Hartree-Fock orbital energy of
Fig. 2 Scheme illustrating the features of photoelectron spectroscopy
(ESCA or XPS) and the chemical shift in different molecular environ-
ments. The ionization of an atomic system in vacuum and in a dense
environment is shown in both cases (left and right). In the dense envi-
ronment the polarization of the medium is also displayed. The lengths
of the vertical arrows reflect photon energies and chemical shifts. Here
the desolvated and the solvated system are shown schematically. It is
obvious that the photoemission and in turn the chemical shift depend
strongly upon the environment. For neutrals the effect of polarization
and the features of the ionized cationic state are at least as important as
the orbital energy of the neutral species. Time-dependent ESCA (mon-
itoring for example the desolvation of the neutral atomic system in this
simple case) traces all the illustrated processes in a relatively complex
time-dependent manner. In static ESCA or XPS this is usually not a
problem
the ground state, −εHF, we may write [11]
EB = −εHF + Ereorg + Ecorr + Erel, (2)
where Ereorg is the reorganization energy, also called relax-
ation energy.
What appears to be a non-trivial but straightforward prob-
lem in the static ESCA approach is much more compli-
cated for the time-dependent case. Since the initial and fi-
nal states and all processes affecting them are time depen-
dent, the time-dependent chemical shifts are governed by the
complicated interplay of all states and processes involved.
In Fig. 2 such a situation is depicted for a simple solva-
tion/desolvation of an atomic system. In order to avoid con-
fusion we note that the time-dependent chemical shift here
is related to photoelectron emission intensities at specific
binding energies, keeping consistency with the original term
introduced by Siegbahn. Any time-dependent evolution of
photoemission lines, which is characterized for example by
the evolution of the line maximum in time should not be
termed a time-dependent chemical shift. Instead, its time-
dependent projection onto the binding energy axis results
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in the time-dependent chemical shifts or time-dependent
binding energies. Any binding energy and chemical shift
(i.e., a point on the x-axis) in time-dependent spectra car-
ries in general a number of contributions from intramolec-
ular electron density and from the distribution of molecules
with slightly different intermolecular interactions and envi-
ronments. These contributions are not static like in classi-
cal ESCA, but time-dependent, making the traditional “in-
version” and assignment of spectra much more demanding.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted a simple graph which is com-
monly used to evaluate electron binding energies. Let us
assume a time-dependent laser induced evaporation process
that transfers the atom from the condensed liquid phase into
the gas phase on a fast time scale. (Such an experiment is
in fact described in Sect. 3.2.) During the process (from
right to left) the photoemission line of the system changes
in time. This is clearly a result of the changed environment
of the neutral and the ionized state. The energies of both
depend differently on the changes in the molecular envi-
ronment (density) in time, which would result in a time-
dependent shift of the photoemission line towards higher
energies. In order to avoid confusion we do not consider
the shift of bands as chemical shifts here. Instead, their
evolution in time can in turn be analyzed by the chang-
ing intensity at specific binding energies corresponding to
chemical shifts, which carry photoemission intensity from
a number of (overlapping) species and contributions. Alter-
natively, we may consider a time-dependent process such as
a typical chemical reaction in the condensed phase. Also,
the photoemission signal and line intensities depend upon
the upper ionic and lower neutral state and its time depen-
dence. The projection onto the binding energy axis pro-
vides chemical shifts as a function of time. Cuts through
the spectra at a single energy display the chemical shift or
the binding energy as a function of time. If theory is able
to map out electronic energies (in time) for the ground state
and the ionic state it should be possible map out the elec-
tron orbitals (electron densities) of the molecules in a time-
resolved ESCA experiment by solving the “inversion” prob-
lem.
The long-time goal of the present approach is therefore
to extend ultrafast ESCA to core and valence electrons (par-
ticipating in chemical bonding) and to probe and trace elec-
tron orbital energies and thus “orbitals” in time in chem-
ical reactions or other relevant processes in biology and
physics. We anticipate that it may be possible to classify
chemical reactions by their orbital autocorrelation functions,
which may be probed by experiments conceptually high-
lighted in the present contribution. The realization of this
approach (theory and experiment) is in progress in our group
at present.
1.3 High-harmonic generation
High Harmonic Generation (HHG) was observed first in
the end of the 1980s [12]. The high-harmonic spectra were
found to decrease in intensity at low orders but then form
a plateau, whereby the intensity of the harmonics remain
approximately constant over many orders [12]. Plateau har-
monics spanning hundreds of electron volts have been mea-
sured which extend into the soft X-ray regime [13]. This
plateau ends abruptly at a position called the high-harmonic
cut-off.
Radiation provided by high-harmonic generation results
from the addition of fields emitted by individual atoms,
among which the propagation of the driving laser beam in-
troduces phase relations. The widely accepted classical pic-
ture of high-harmonics generation has been provided by
Corkum et al. some time ago [14]. The main features and
steps are given in Fig. 3.
Coherence is an original property of high harmonics. The
phase transfer from the laser to the emitting atoms occurs via
a medium of space-time varying refraction index, where the
phase matching conditions strongly depend on the laser in-
tensity. Therefore, phase matching optimization has a great
part in the ultimate harmonic properties, especially coher-
ence, angular distribution, intensity, and energy cut-off [15].
For the position of the cut-off at the plateau end, it is de-




(a) Electron tunneling in strong
laser fields. (b) Acceleration,
deceleration and recollision of
electrons with the core in
intense laser fields. (c) Emission
of a high-energy photon after
recollision. For more details see
the text
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for a linearly polarized oscillating field, E sinωt . Replacing
E and ω by the laser intensity, IL, and wavelength, λ, (3)
becomes
Up ∼= 9.33 × 10−14ILλ2. (4)
Now the initial velocity of an ionized electron varies,
with the same frequency ω as above, as a function of the
time t0 at which this electron has been released in the electric
field. Therefore, the time-averaged kinetic energy of elec-
trons must be a function of the phase ωt0 of the field at time









1 + 2 cos2 ωt0
) (5)
from which one recognizes that the energy gained by elec-
trons oscillating in the field should be distributed between
Up and 3Up . Consequently the maximum energy of har-
monic photons is expected near a value Emax given by
Emax = Ip + αUp, (6)
where α = 3 in the present classical model. Quantum calcu-
lations confirm the linear scaling of the cut-off energy with
both ionization potential and laser intensity and provide a
better accuracy of the value of α. Single atom calculations
[14, 17] lead to α = 3.17 which agrees with the large num-
ber of experimental observations. With helium it has been
shown that it is possible to generate high harmonics even
beyond 1 keV [13].
Although there are several approaches and experimental
realizations to provide the medium for high-harmonics gen-
eration, namely, the jet technique [18], the capillary tech-
nique [19, 20], the drilled capillary technique [1] or even
HHG near nanostructures [21], we have strongly favored
the drilled capillary technique [1], because it provides high
conversion efficiencies and stability. The present experiment
also makes use of the advantage of having a very collimated
EUV laser-like pulse that can easily be focused.
Intense tunable EUV or XUV radiation sources are de-
sirable for many applications. In the case of generation and
separation the distribution of many harmonics (if one is se-
lected) enables a coarse tuning of the radiation source. The
separation of one harmonics (here with a grating) is a prereq-
uisite for the present experiment. If time resolution is impor-
tant, a pair of gratings or multilayer mirrors has to be used.
If the wavelength has to be tuned in more detail, the funda-
mental of a Ti:Sapphire system may be tuned as well. For
photoelectron spectroscopy and XPS this is not necessary.
High harmonics are also the basis of attosecond pulses and
thus of the field of attosecond physics [19, 22–32].
1.4 Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy near liquid
interfaces
The combination of several powerful technologies, i.e., pho-
toelectron spectroscopy near volatile liquid interfaces in
vacuum [10], ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy, and table-
top high-harmonic generation of soft X-ray radiation [33]
enabled us to add the dimension of time to the liquid in-
terface ESCA or XPS technique [1]. Our first experimen-
tal setup is described in [1]. Recently, Drescher has high-
lighted a similar concept for gas phase processes occurring
primarily on attosecond and low-femtosecond time scales
[32, 34].
Conceptually, time-resolved liquid phase photoelectron
spectroscopy relies first and foremost on a vacuum incom-
patible liquid (water or other volatile solvents) interface in
vacuum. We use a fast flowing high-pressure liquid mi-
crojet in vacuum. The temperature as well as thermody-
namic properties of the beam in vacuum can be charac-
terized well, as has been shown by us and others [5]. The
pumping conditions and the vacuum have to be arranged in
such a way that the mean free path for photoelectrons in
collisions with surrounding solvent molecules in the vicin-
ity of the beam is minimized [7]. For the EUV spectral
range (50–100 eV) the escape depth z of photoelectrons
from the interface of the liquid beam is on the order of
a few monolayers [35]. Only photoelectrons generated in
these first layers of the liquid surface can escape and (with
a negligible atmosphere around the micro beam avoiding in-
elastic collisions) be detected. In order to measure the pho-
toelectron kinetic energies the electrons have to be sam-
pled with an adjustable 100 µm micro skimmer very close
to the liquid beam surface. Since the current approach is
photoelectron spectroscopy at relatively high pressures, the
skimmer at the spectrometer entrance has to be differentially
pumped.
For a time-resolved experiment an ultrafast EUV pulse
has to be available, preferentially in a table-top arrangement.
In the past, photoelectron experiments near liquid interfaces
have been employing quasi-continuous synchrotron radia-
tion, only. The present experiment is the first one in which a
high intensity short (high-harmonic) pulse is used for liquid
phase PES. Initially it was not clear at all whether such an
experiment could be successful because of transient space
charges and long-time charging of the beam in general,
which may cause severe problems for photoelectron spec-
troscopy near liquid interfaces. These problems have been
solved by carefully adjusting the photon intensities and by
employing conducting gold layers covers at the tip of the
nozzle.
One of the highly collimated laser-beam-like high har-
monics of the 800 nm fundamental in vacuum is selected
with a EUV grating and focused with a toroidal mirror on
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Fig. 4 Left panel: The pump
and probe beam arrangement
and overlap on the water beam
in front of the micro skimmer.
Right panel: The quartz micro
nozzle producing a small water
filament of 10–20 µm diameters.
The micro water beam displayed
in front of the spectrometer
entrance where a skimmer of
100 µm diameter is mounted
Fig. 5 Scheme of the optical
setup (adapted from [1]),
providing the IR/UV-pump
pulse (2.6–3.0 µm/270 nm) and
the EUV-probe pulse (e.g., at
39 eV)
the liquid jet (measured focus diameter ≈100 µm). For the
ultrafast liquid interface ESCA technique to work, the ex-
citation pulse and the EUV (high-harmonics) probe beam
have to be overlapped nearly collinearly in space and time
on the microjet (Fig. 4). The liquid microjet and the pump
and probe beam geometry in front of the time-of-flight elec-
tron spectrometer in vacuum is displayed schematically for
an IR and an EUV pulse pair in Fig. 4.
The time-of-flight electron spectrometer used in the ex-
periments enables us to record the entire photoelectron spec-
tra (multiplex advantage) for predefined time-steps of the
delay of the two laser pulses. Shot-to-shot-variations and
intensity drifts of the high-harmonic radiation could be
avoided through averaging, discrimination, and normaliza-
tion with reference spectra at negative delays for each time
point. The time-of-flight data are finally converted into ki-
netic energies of the photoelectrons and in turn into bind-
ing energies. With this technology time-dependent photo-
electron spectra as a function of delay time between the
pump and the EUV probe pulses have been recorded. From
the spectra read out at specific positions kinetic traces for
one particular chemical shift or binding energy are ob-
tained [1].
2 Experimental
2.1 Amplified femtosecond laser system and setup
In this experiment a commercial Ti:Sapphire laser sys-
tem (Hurricane, Spectra Physics) delivers short pulses with
a length of 100 fs and a energy of 1.2 mJ at a repeti-
tion rate of 1 kHz. The laser system employs the chirped
pulse amplification (CPA) technique which incorporates
typically four components, namely a Ti:Sa oscillator, a grat-
ing stretcher, a regenerative amplifier, and a grating com-
pressor (Fig. 5).
The internal laser setup was slightly modified by ex-
changing a mirror with a beam splitter in front of the in-
ternal compressor. Three thirds of the internally ampli-
fied radiation were reflected by the beam splitter and tem-
porally compressed by the internal compressor to give
780 mW of the standard 100 fs Hurricane output. The
remaining 380 mW of the amplified but uncompressed
pulse were transmitted and coupled out towards an ex-
ternal multi-pass amplifier. There an amplification up to
2 W takes place by three passes through an additional
Ti:Sapphire crystal (pumped by 10 W of a Nd:YAG laser).
Subsequent compression in an external grating compres-
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sor led to pulses of 1.5 mJ energy at 100 fs pulse dura-
tion.
2.2 IR radiation at 2.6–3.0 µm
The 780 mW of the regular Hurricane output were sent to
an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS, Light Conversion)
for photon conversion into the infrared (Fig. 5). Although
the standard model of the TOPAS only allows for the gener-
ation of near IR radiation down to 2.5 µm due to the nonlin-
ear materials employed, an extension of the IR wavelength
into the 3 µm region was possible using the TOPAS output,
which was mixed with the remaining fundamental in a sec-
ond nonlinear process. In a subsequent KTP crystal placed
15 cm behind the TOPAS exit, an additional wave-mixing
process of the generated IR around 1.1 µm and the rest of
the fundamental radiation at 800 nm took place [36]. Differ-
ence frequency generation and parametric amplification lead
to radiation in the desired wavelength region at 2.6–3.0 mm.
By optimizing the TOPAS settings, pulse energies in excess
of 10 µJ in the whole region could be obtained (even higher
energies of >30 µJ at 2.7 µm). Finally, an INFRASIL quartz
prism was used to separate the IR radiation from the rest of
the fundamental radiation and from other wavelength com-
ing from the different wave-mixing processes.
The IR-pump pulse is coupled into the experimental
chamber (see Fig. 6) via a CaF2-window and focused onto
the liquid filament with a 60°-off-axis parabolic mirror
(Fig. 6). The mirror has an aluminum surface, a focal length
of 34 mm and leads according to knife edge measurements
to a focus diameter of 70–100 µm (somewhat larger than the
filament’s diameter).
2.3 High-harmonic generation
The externally amplified 1.5 mJ 800 nm fundamental pulses
from the multi-pass amplifier were employed for the gen-
eration of high harmonics. The required peak power of
>1014 W/cm2 is obtained by focusing the short pulses with
a 150 mm lens into an argon-filled capillary of 2.3 mm inner
diameter, resulting in 4–8 × 1014 W/cm2. The argon pres-
sure inside the capillary was typically about 50–200 mbar.
The radiation enters and leaves the capillary through laser-
drilled holes, which have a lifetime-dependent diameter of
100–300 µm. In order to optimize the high-harmonic out-
put the phase mismatch between the fundamental and the
harmonic radiation in the interaction region must be mini-
mized. This can be achieved by adapting the argon pressure
and by tuning the parameters of the incident light through
an iris in front of the focusing lens.
The vacuum chamber is pumped by a roots pump
(350 m3/h) to remove the leaking argon from the chamber
and keeping the background pressure at a level of 10−2 mbar
in order to minimize the re-absorption of the XUV radia-
tion which is under the present conditions less than 10%
[15].
In the high-harmonic generation process several har-
monics of the fundamental radiation are generated (Fig. 7)
such that a dispersive element is necessary to separate a
particular harmonic frequency. Therefore a spherical dif-
fraction grating (700 lines/mm) is illuminated at a devi-
ation angle of 161.8° exploiting the total external reflec-
tion (Fig. 6). The grating has a radius of 17100 mm and
is therefore not focusing but collimating the high-harmonic
pulse.
To protect the grating from thermal damage by the fun-
damental radiation, a 150 nm aluminum filter can be intro-
Fig. 6 Schematic drawing of
the vacuum apparatus consisting
of four chambers and the TOF
photoelectron spectrometer. In
the inset the overlap of the
IR-pump and the extreme
ultraviolet or soft X-ray (EUV
or XUV) probe pulse on the
water filament is depicted
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Fig. 7 Generation of high
harmonics of the fundamental
800 nm radiation in a neon- or
argon-filled capillary.
(a) A sequence of high
harmonics generated in neon,
imaged by a XUV-sensitive
CCD-camera. The range of
photon energies spans 40–70 eV.
(b) A sequence of high
harmonics generated in argon.
The range of photon energies in
this case is between 25 and
40 eV. Note: it is only possible
to generate the odd harmonics
of the fundamental in both cases
duced in the optical path in front of the grating. In the exper-
iments reported here the 25th harmonic of the 800 nm radi-
ation was used, corresponding to a wavelength of 32.1 nm
and to photon energy of 38.6 eV.
The nearly collimated XUV-probe beam is irradiated
under grazing incidence onto a toroidal mirror which has
an imaging length of 2f = 360 mm [37]. The mirror
is covered with gold, has a size of 20 × 100 mm and
radii of curvature of 24.1 and 5375.3 mm. The focus
dimensions and quality depend strongly on the irradia-
tion parameters, namely the incident angle and the devi-
ation. The focal point is asymmetric but nevertheless a
diameter in the spectrometer plane of ≈100 µm can be
achieved. The XUV radiation can be monitored with a XUV-
sensitive CCD camera (OD2562Z, Proxitronic), which is
installed on the optical axis on the backside of the appa-
ratus (Figs. 6, 7). Thus it is possible to see the liquid jet
shadow in the XUV-image, which is useful for alignment
purposes.
2.4 Vacuum chamber and time-of-flight photoelectron
spectrometer
In the experimental chamber the IR-pump and the XUV-
probe beam are overlapped in space and time on the liquid
target (Fig. 6). The target is a liquid microjet, which was
introduced by Faubel [5–8] some time ago (Fig. 4). A flux
of 0.3–0.4 ml/min of the solvent is pressed through a mi-
cro nozzle with a HPLC-pump (Economy 2/ED, Microliq-
uids GmbH). The nozzle diameter is in the range of 10–
20 µm giving a liquid filament in the experimental chamber
of more or less the same diameter (Fig. 4). At velocities of
10–100 m/s and with water the filament remains continuous
for about 2–3 mm until it breaks up into a stream of droplets,
which is frozen out in a cooling trap with liquid nitrogen.
A second cooling trap inside the chamber acts as a strong
pump for gaseous water and allows in combination with a
turbo pump (1600 l/s) to keep the background pressure in
the working apparatus at a level of 2 × 10−4 mbar.
For detection of the emitted photoelectrons from the
liquid water surface a time-of-flight electron spectrome-
ter (Kaesdorf ) is mounted to the side of the experimental
chamber (Fig. 6). A skimmer of 100 µm diameter sepa-
rates the experimental chamber from the spectrometer and
forms a differential pumping stage towards a second inner
entrance of 2 mm diameter. Thereby a final vacuum bet-
ter than 10−7 mbar can be maintained in the spectrometer
under operation. The photoelectrons ejected from the liquid
filament are collected in a narrow solid angle. Field free con-
ditions are achieved by a 3D Helmholtz coil construction to
compensate for the earth magnetic field and other disturbing
magnetic fields. Under these conditions some of the pho-
toelectrons enter the several hundreds micrometer distant
skimmer and continue over a 60 cm long free flight distance
until they are finally accelerated (6.9 cm, 280 V) for higher
detection probability towards a MCP-detector. The 40 mm
diameter MCP cuts out a solid angle of 3.5 msr (0.028% of
a 4π sphere) of a 3D isotropic electron emission.
Figure 8 shows a photoelectron spectrum of gaseous wa-
ter (with a little contribution of liquid water) taken from the
surrounding gas phase at the liquid microjet. From the spec-
tra we determined an energy resolution of about 0.25 eV,
which was not optimized in the present experiments (speci-
fied resolution is close to 0.1 eV).
2.5 Time resolution and autocorrelation function
After a static photoelectron signal through the XUV-probe
pulse is achieved the overlap with the IR-pump pulse must
be realized. Therefore, the ability of the IR to generate
plasma on the liquid filament is used to simplify the 2D ad-
justment towards a 1D adjustment, the filament acting as an
inverse slit-like pinhole.
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Fig. 8 A photoelectron spectrum of gaseous and some liquid water
recorded near the liquid water beam. The spectrum shows the energy
resolution of the spectrometer to be around 0.24 eV
Provided that the pulses are temporally overlapped, the
spatial overlap can be detected (in the photoelectron spec-
trum) as the appearance of electrons additionally acceler-
ated in a mixed IR-XUV-multiphoton process. This effect
(signal) can also be utilized to obtain a cross-correlation to
estimate the pulse length of the XUV-probe pulse (Fig. 9).
Evaluating this process, which is highly nonlinear for the IR
radiation an upper boundary for the XUV-pulse can be es-
timated to be 527 fs (the pulse length of the IR is known
to be around 150–200 fs [36]). In the actual setup such an
elongated EUV pulse is unavoidable as only one diffrac-
tion grating without recompression of the pulse is used. In
an upgrade of the experiment in Göttingen, an improvement
of the temporal resolution by using a second recompressing
grating [18] or by exchanging the grating through multilayer
mirrors [34, 38] is underway at present in our laboratory.
3 Application results and discussion
After the detailed experimental section we will highlight a
number of characteristic applications demonstrating the po-
tential of the technique and the general approach. Besides
some time-resolved applications we have also included two
spectroscopic experiments in which the high-harmonics ra-
diation has been used only. Since high harmonics have not
been used for photoelectron spectroscopy near liquid inter-
faces before, we want to show here by illustrative and well-
known examples that such a setup may replace to some ex-
tent synchrotron beam line sources in the future due to suffi-
cient photon numbers in the EUV and a good sensitivity and
dynamic range.
Fig. 9 (a) Kinetic energy plot of photoelectrons vs. time. If both laser
pulses are overlapped in space and time on the liquid beam in front
of the skimmer of the time-of-flight electron spectrometer, the EUV
pulse detects fast electrons on top of the water photoelectron spectrum
resulting both from the IR excitation and the EUV probe on the target.
(b) A cut through the 2D-plot displayed in (a) providing an approx-
imate cross-correlation function of the IR-pump and the XUV-probe
pulse. Since the IR-pump pulse is significantly shorter the width of the
cross-correlation is close to the width of the EUV pulse (upper bound-
ary), broadened by the diffraction grating
3.1 ‘Static’ liquid XPS spectra by a table-top EUV
high-harmonic radiation source
3.1.1 Chemical and surface sensitivity and selectivity
The ultrafast table-top “beam line” was used to record what
we call “static photoelectron spectra” of aqueous salt solu-
tions, namely of K4[Fe(CN)6] and tetrabutyl ammonium io-
dide (TBAI), without prior pump pulse excitation. Spectra of
aqueous K4[Fe(CN)6] have already been presented by Win-
ter et al. [10, 39], who investigated similar solutions with
synchrotron radiation at their liquid beam setup installed
at the BESSY in Berlin. The very first investigations of a
TBAI-solution had even been carried out in 1984 by Ballard
with He(I) radiation [40]. At this point we show that also
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the Göttingen high-order harmonic radiation setup is capa-
ble of monitoring dissolved salt ions in an aqueous solution,
which has so far mainly been demonstrated by the more in-
tense synchrotron radiation.
ESCA and XPS as well as our time-resolved variant are
surface-sensitive techniques as they monitor only those pho-
toelectrons from layers near the surface of a liquid sample
according to their very small escape depth of few nanome-
ters or less. As for measurements of neat solvents this po-
tentially allows for the investigation of molecules at the
surfaces with some discrimination of bulk molecules from
deeper layers, being able to monitoring even special surface
states [41, 42]. In terms of the investigation of dissolved
samples this surface sensitivity creates very special chal-
lenges and possibilities, namely only species with a sig-
nificant surface concentration can be probed. In order to
increase the concentration above the detection limit one
can either provide a sufficiently large global concentration
(∼3 molar as for alkali-halides [10]) or investigate surface-
active substances which accumulate from bulk forming
higher local concentrations on surfaces.
An example for an interesting surface-active system that
rapidly accumulates at the liquid water surface and in turn
assembles in monolayers, also used as a phase transfer cat-
alyst, is tetrabutyl ammonium iodide (TBAI). The large hy-
drophobic But4N+ cation exhibits only a small charge den-
sity and is therefore driven to the hydrophobic surface of the
liquid water beam. According to measurements performed
by Winter et al. a complete monolayer of dissolved salt cov-
ers the water surface, if the global concentration exceeds
0.02 mol/kg. Interestingly, the negatively charged iodide an-
ions follow the positive cations and can be detected in sig-
nificantly increased concentrations near the liquid interface
as well, as shown in Fig. 10.
In Fig. 11 a spectrum of an aqueous solution of potas-
sium ferrocyanide is displayed. In order to detect the iron
and potassium ions for his particular case a fairly high con-
centration of 0.5 mol/l has to be used. Therefore, 211.2 g of
the salt were dissolved in 1 l of water as the molar weight is
422.4 g/mol. These simple experiments nevertheless demon-
strate that a table-top beam line-like setup can nowadays be
used in the lab to do ESCA type experiments. The two se-
lected model systems also show the (well-known) element
specificity as well as surface/interface sensitivity of the tech-
nique.
3.1.2 Polarization-dependent measurements
Polarization-dependent ESCA and XPS was for a long time
only a domain of beam lines at large synchrotron facilities.
The emission of photoelectrons from a sample is charac-
teristic and displays an angular distribution [43]. It can be
described in analogy to atomic spectroscopy [44]. Here we
Fig. 10 Photoelectron spectra of a 0.03 molar solution of TBAI (tetra-
butyl ammonium iodide) in liquid water. The spectrum displays two
important things: (1) the element specificity and (2) TBAI is a sur-
face-active molecule. During the formation of the liquid beam in the
nozzle the TBAI enriches in the interface region, above a concentra-
tion of 0.02 mol/l it assembles a monolayer on top of the water beam.
The iodide ion is pulled to the interface as well and can be detected
much easier than in cases where it is distributed homogeneously in the
bulk
Fig. 11 Photoelectron spectra of a 0.5 molar aqueous solution of
K4[Fe(CN)6]. The spectrum shows nicely the element specificity (K+,
Fe2+, water) of the liquid phase ESCA or XPS approach. The labels
1b2,3a1,1b1, and 1b1,l mark the orbitals of gas and liquid phase wa-
ter. The inset shows the Fe(II) line enlarged, demonstrating a good dy-
namic range and a decent signal-to-noise ratio
want to show that with laser driven high-harmonic table-
top setups these angular distributions can be determined by
polarization-dependent measurements, because the polariza-
tion of the radiation in the experiments is well defined and
can be controlled via the polarization of the fundamental
laser radiation.
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Fig. 12 Differential photoemission cross section dω/d for different
βi -values but identical σI -values. The light is assumed to be horizon-
tally polarized (S1 = 1)
In order to fulfill the conservation of angular momen-
tum, the change in momentum of the quantum system (atom,
molecule) must be compensated for by the spatial distribu-
tion of photoelectrons. An electron, emitted from a s-orbital
(quantum number l = 0) with isotropic shape, has a spa-
tial probability of emission which equals a dumbbell-shaped
p-orbital (selection rule l = ±1). The emission from a
p-orbital will on the other hand show a spatial distribution,
which is a superposition of s- and d-orbital-like shapes. Em-
ploying the dipole approximation the expression for the dif-
ferential photoionization cross section of randomly oriented





1 + (βi/4)(1 + 3S1 cos 2Θ)
]
. (7a)
βi is the energy-dependent anisotropy parameter, which lies
in between 2 and –1, and σi is the relative partial photoemis-
sion cross section. Both βi and σi are specific for a certain
orbital und depend on the photon energy of the ionizing ra-
diation [45, 46]. The polarization of the light is expressed in
terms of the Stokes parameter S1 and is assumed to be linear
(polarization direction: horizontal S1 = 1, vertical S1 = −1)
[46]. The angle between the light polarization and the emis-
sion direction of the photoelectron is Θ .
Figure 12 shows the differential photoemission cross sec-
tion for different βi values but the same σ value (curves in-
tersect at the magic angle of 54.7°). For β = 0 the photoe-
mission is isotropic. Nevertheless, all valence orbitals of gas
phase water exhibit β values >0, resulting in an anisotropic
photoelectron distribution for which a higher photoemission
in the direction of light polarization (Θ = 0°) than in the
perpendicular direction (Θ = 90°) is observed.
When the photoemission angle equals 54.7° the expres-
sion (1 + 3S1 cos 2Θ) is zero and the differential photoe-
mission cross section becomes independent of β . Under this
angle all anisotropy effects disappear and the determination
of the intensity ratios reveals directly the ratios of the corre-
sponding σ values.
Every orbital of the irradiated sample (water) generates
a characteristic photoelectron signal depending on the an-
gle of detection with respect to the polarization of the ioniz-
ing radiation. The intensity of this signal is governed by the
energy- (wavelength-) dependent parameters σ and β . The
ratio of two peaks representing different species in the spec-
trum can be translated into their relative concentrations if the
photoemission parameters for either component are known.
For gas phase water the σ - and the β-parameters were mea-
sured for photon energies in the range of 30 to 140 eV [45].
In Table 1 we show the parameter for gas phase water for
selected photon energies and orbitals close to the photon en-
ergy employed in our experiment (38.6 eV) from [45] .
For the parameters at 38.5 eV the differential photoemis-
sion cross sections for all valence orbitals of gas phase water
were calculated, and they are depicted in Fig. 13. The ratio
between the photoemission intensity at 0° and at 90° reveals





· 1 + (β/4)(1 + 3 cos 2 · 90°)
1 + (β/4)(1 + 3 cos 2 · 0°)
= 1 + (β/4)(1 − 3)
1 + (β/4)(1 + 3) =
1 − β/2
1 + β . (7b)
The ratio of the σ values can be measured by tuning the de-
tector position (or the polarization respectively) to the magic
angle of 54.7° degrees, where the β dependence vanishes.
The Ti:Sa-laser radiation of our setup is horizontally po-
larized but its polarization direction can easily be tuned con-
tinuously with a λ/2 waveplate inserted in the beam path
in front of the high harmonics generation chamber. As the
polarization of the high harmonics equals the polarization
of the fundamental laser radiation [47, 48]—with an even
reduced ellipticity [49]—the polarization of the extreme ul-
traviolet radiation can easily be tuned by rotating the po-
larization of the fundamental laser radiation. For the TOF
spectrometer being fixed in the horizontal plane of the ex-
periment a horizontal polarization of the XUV radiation rep-
resents 0° whereas a vertical polarization equals a deviation
angle of 90° between the electrical light field and the detec-
tor axis.
Figure 14 shows a water spectrum (gas and liquid phase)
at perpendicular polarizations of 0° and 90°. The spectrum
at 90° displays a significantly reduced total intensity with re-
gard to the 0° spectrum (note: the intensity of the 90° spec-
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Table 1 Tabulated β and σ
values for orbitals of gas phase
water. Values from [45]
Molecular orbital βi (gas phase) σi (gas phase)
MOi Ehν Ehν Ehν Ehν Ehν Ehν
36.5 eV 38.5 eV 42.7 eV 36.5 eV 38.5 eV 42.7 eV
1b1 1.39(5) 1.38(5) 1.48(3) 1.00 1.00 1.00
3a1 1.09(4) 1.12(4) 1.21(3) 0.90(1) 0.88(1) 0.88(1)
1b2 0.67(2) 0.71(3) 0.80(2) 0.99(3) 0.94(3) 0.89(3)
2a1 – – 1.27(7) – – 0.31(3)
Fig. 13 For the parameters at 38.5 eV the relative differential photo-
emission cross sections for all valence orbitals of gas phase water were
calculated
trum is multiplied by a factor of three), which is in good
overall agreement with theory and Figs. 12, 13 for β val-
ues >0. Considering the transition from 0 to 90 degrees
the ratio between the 1b1,liq peak from the liquid and the
1b1 peak from the gas phase is strongly increasing, showing
a growing photoionization probability for the liquid phase
with respect to the gas phase. This is mathematically rep-
resented by a smaller β value for the liquid as a decreas-
ing β value leads to a more uniform (isotropic) emission
and therefore reduces the intensity decline between 0° and
90°. For a quantitative determination of the β value the rel-
evant peaks in the spectrum have been fitted with Gaussian
curves. A comparison of the underlying areas results in a
I (90°)/I (0°) ratio of 1/3.73 which is characteristic for an
anisotropy parameter of β = 0.95 in the liquid phase as op-
posed to a value of 1.38 in the gas phase. This value has
not been measured before. The determination of the β value
for the 1b1 orbital of liquid water shows the general power
of this method to reveal photoemission parameters of sin-
gle orbitals of liquids—in principle. However, the complex
Fig. 14 Water spectrum (gas and liquid phase) at perpendicular po-
larizations of 0° and 90°. The spectrum at 90° displays a significantly
reduced total intensity with regard to the 0° spectrum (be aware that the
intensity of the 90° spectrum is multiplied by a factor of three), which
is in perfect agreement with theory and Figs. 12, 13 for β values > 0
and overlapping nature of the photoelectron spectra and the
so far limited energy resolution of the experimental setup
make it difficult in this particular case to determine all σ and
β parameters for all orbitals with high and sufficient accu-
racy. Also it appeared to be difficult to compare intensities at
very large and very low binding energies quantitatively. For
the 1b1 orbital of water in the gas and liquid phase, however,
appearing in close proximity on the binding energy axis this
was indeed easily possible. Therefore, the present approach
is meant to show that these quantities may be determined in
these experiments, in principle, and that they have to be mea-
sured, since they are different in the liquid and gas phase.
While σ and β parameters of gas phase water are known
and summarized in Table 1, those of the liquid phase are yet
unknown.
3.2 Dynamics in extreme states of water
The dynamical structure of ambient water and the molec-
ular picture of its important role in chemical and biologi-
cal systems, often associated with a distinctive local struc-
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ture of hydrogen bonds [9, 50] has been studied with pow-
erful spectroscopic techniques in the past [51–54]. Never-
theless, the degree of understanding is often not sufficient.
Water at extreme temperature and pressure conditions is sur-
prisingly also a field of continuous strong interest [55–57].
Its hydrogen bond structure has been investigated theoreti-
cally and experimentally [58]. Supercritical (sc) water plays
an important role in many areas ranging from high temper-
ature chemistry [59], hazardous waste treatment, technical
processes and maybe the origin of life [60]. The dynamics
of water and solutes have been studied mostly in static cells
with spectroscopic techniques in the time [61] and frequency
domain [59].
Recently we have reported on first investigations of the
molecular photoelectron emission signature of the evolution
of the phase and the hydrogen bonding network of super-
heated water below and above the critical point, as well as
its time scales [1]. Here we report on a similar series of ex-
periments, but for somewhat different experimental condi-
tions. Also in this case we used an ultrafast femtosecond
near IR laser pulse (2.5–3 µm) to excite water resonantly via
its OH-stretch vibration inducing subsequent ultrafast heat-
ing to large internal energies and temperatures. The evolu-
tion of the superheated metastable water jet is again probed
with pulsed ultrafast photoelectron emission spectroscopy. It
is important to note that we observe approximately the same
near interface molecules being initially in the first three
monolayers [35] of the liquid and then in the dense evolving
gas phase, throughout the evaporation process (for details
see [1]). A time-series of spectra with perpendicular polar-
ization of pump and probe beams is displayed in Fig. 15.
As visible for negative delay times the EUV probe beam
alone in the experiment ionizes water and produces photo-
electrons from the 1b1,3a1,1b2, and 2a1 valence electrons of
liquid water and some residual gas phase water [5, 8]. The
photoelectron spectrum of water is well known and promi-
nent features for the valence electrons are easily assignable
to the 1b1,3a1,1b2 orbitals (for assignments and features of
orbitals of water see Fig. 16) of liquid and gas phase wa-
ter [5, 8]. Similar to those in [1] the present spectra consist
of superpositions of lines from the liquid and the gas phase
of water. Narrower photoemission lines of the 1b1,3a1,1b2
electrons in the gas phase are overlapped with shifted (to-
wards lower energy) and broad 1b1,liq., 3a1,liq., and 1b2,liq
lines of liquid water. The 1b1,liq. photoemission line can eas-
ily be identified, because it is the line with a large liquid-gas
shift and observable in a region of least overlap at 11.16 eV
[5, 62]. As in [1] the time-resolved spectra in Fig. 15 have
been plotted with a color code displaying the differences to
the reference spectrum at negative delays, i.e., red displays a
decrease and blue an increase in intensity relative to the ref-
erence spectrum. All spectra are averaged, normalized, and
processed as described in detail in [1]. The Fig. 17 displays
cuts through the spectra at a particular chemical shift (i.e.,
binding energy). In this case valuable kinetic traces can be
obtained.
The interesting positions (chemical shift or binding en-
ergies) in the spectrum are the low-energy wing of the (sta-
tic) liquid 1b1,liq. photoemission line at 10.5 eV, its maxi-
mum at 11.16 eV [62], a position between the 1b1 and the
1b1,liq. emission maximum at 11.6 eV, and the 1b1 gas phase
emission maximum at 12.6 eV. While the 10.5 eV and the
11.16 eV energy windows monitor the decay of the liq-
uid phase, the 11.6 eV energy window monitors (although
not exclusively) the appearance of the supercritical phase at
short delays and the presence of clusters and water aggre-
gates at later times. The chemical shift at 12.6 eV monitors
the increase of gas phase water at short delays. As we watch
the spectra as a function of time (e.g., in Fig. 15), an ini-
tial fast band shift towards higher binding energy and a de-
cay of the liquid 1b1,liq. peak at 11.16 eV is obvious (red).
At the same time (for short delays) an increase of the 1b1
gas phase peak at 12.6 occurs (blue). Beyond these changes
also intensity changes beyond 12.6 eV occur which belong
to contributions and intensities of photoemission peaks of
the 3a1,1b2 orbitals in liquid and gas phase water. For bind-
ing energies between 10.5 and 12.6 eV the dynamics can be
well followed in the time-resolved traces in Fig. 17.
As in [1] the internal energies of the excited water phase
have been estimated from the known absorption coefficients
of water [57] and determined to be ≈10 and ≈40 kJ/mol cor-
responding to transient temperatures of ≈400 and ≈800 K,
respectively. While the first traces of Fig. 15 (left panel)
correspond to temperatures of 400 K (strongly heated but
well below the critical temperature Tcrit.) the right panel dis-
plays experiments for 800 K corresponding to a supercritical
fluid.
Beyond the overall features discussed above a new fea-
ture at later delay times is transient intensity in a range of
the chemical shift (i.e., at 11.6 eV) between the liquid 1b1
peak at 11.16 eV and the gas phase peak at 12.6 eV. It is
known that in this energy range photoemission of clusters
occurs (1b1) [63, 64]. These features and trends are both
observed in time-resolved spectra in Fig. 15 and the time-
resolved traces in Fig. 17. We note here that the kinetics for
the stronger excitation is faster in general.
As in a recent study we observe the evolution of a hot
sub-critical and a supercritical phase with a characteristic
spectral signature, being slightly different from that in [1].
The early time evolution in both experiments in Fig. 15 may
be explained by a weakening of the hydrogen bonding net-
work. Both experiments differ in the energy content of the
hot water phase and the dynamics, which is characteristic of
(i) fast evaporation and (ii) dispersion of the liquid. In the
supercritical case the liquid phase photoemission vanishes
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Fig. 15 Time-resolved photoelectron spectra of liquid (before excitation at negative delay time) and metastable water (left: excitation at
λIR = 2650 nm; right panel: λIR = 2830 nm:). For further details see the text
and the gas phase builds up temporarily. On a time scale of
a few hundred picoseconds the gas phase vanishes again and
photoemission in the 11.6 eV energy range monitors more or
less large clusters [63] either formed from the disintegrating
liquid or through re-condensation of the gas phase or both,
when aggregates from the disintegrating liquid serve as nu-
cleation seeds. The disappearance of the gas phase may sug-
gest the latter scenario at later times (Fig. 17). The present
experimental results and those of [1] are obtained by gradu-
ally changing the energy content of the water through chang-
ing the excitation wavelength of the IR laser from 2650 to
2900 nm (maximum of absorption) or through changes of
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Fig. 16 Water and atom orbital
energy levels (left) and plots of
water orbitals at their binding
energies (right)
Fig. 17 Kinetic traces at
specific chemical shifts from
time-resolved photoelectron
spectra of water at 10.5, 11.16,
11.6 and 12.6 eV. Shown are
kinetic traces for experiments
with different IR pump
wavelengths (2650 and
2830 nm, respectively) and
internal energies. For more
details see the text
the pulse energy. In order to obtain more insight into the
processes the time-resolved data have been compared with
molecular dynamics simulations of the process [1, 65].
The Fig. 18 compares the situation for liquid ethanol
which is excited at the maximum of its absorption band at
3 µm and it is heated to nearly supercritical conditions. The
assignments are taken from [8]. The difference to the water
case is that the kinetics is significantly slower than in the
case of superheated water. This phenomenon has been in-
vestigated in detail and compared with theory for methanol
in [65]. Extensions of this technique to more chemical prob-
lems (like the solvated electron in water) near liquid water
interfaces is reported in [66].
3.3 Dynamics of a laser induced plasma near a liquid
surface
Laser-ionized plasmas are of great interest owing to their
unique properties and the fact that they suit many applica-
tions, such as the study of nuclear fusion, generation of en-
ergetic electrons and ions, X-ray emission, X-ray lasers and
extreme-UV attosecond pulse generation (see [67] and refer-
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Fig. 18 Time-resolved photoelectron spectra of liquid (before excita-
tion at neg. delays) and metastable ethanol (excited at 2950 nm: right).
The photoemission line at the lowest binding energy corresponds to the
liquid 3a′′ liq orbital of ethanol [8]. For further details see the text and
[8] for assignments
ences therein). A detailed knowledge of the plasma dynam-
ics can be critical for optimizing a given application.
If the peak intensities of a short laser pulse reaches inten-
sities around 1010 W/cm2, ionization of atoms and mole-
cules takes place by the absorption of multiple photons
(multi photon ionization). At higher electrical field strength
the mechanism of ionization may change via tunnel ioniza-
tion towards field ionization (>1014 W/cm2) [68]. These
ionization processes are the initiating events, which in the
end can lead to a plasma, if further in-coupling of laser en-
ergy in the medium occurs. In other words, a plasma is only
formed if a certain free electron density is obtained which
corresponds to a Debye length substantially smaller than the
size of the system [69]. The heating of the plasma can occur
via acceleration of charged particles in the oscillating elec-
trical field (1014–1017 W/cm2) or via resonant excitation of
collective electron motions (above 1017 W/cm2). The sec-
ond process needs a sufficiently high electron density so that
the plasma oscillation can be in resonance with the laser fre-
quency. For a vacuum wavelength of 800 nm the frequency
is 375 THz, which corresponds to a free electron density of
1.7 × 1021 cm−3.
The plasma oscillation was first described by Langmuir
in the late 1920s [70]. A displacement of the electrons from
their equilibrium position leads due to the restoring coulomb
forces to collective electron motions, while the ions can ap-
proximately be considered to be motionless. The frequency
of the electron oscillation is the well-known plasma fre-







(in the absence of a magnetic field [71]).
Therefore, the plasma frequency provides information
about the electron density and the degree of ionization of
the plasma. The length scale, which divides individual parti-
cle behavior and collective behavior, is the Debye screening
length λD . It is the distance over which an electric field is







An ionized gas is not plasma, unless the Debye length is
smaller than the size of the system.
Hot plasma produced by a femtosecond laser pulse does
not start to expand immediately. The expansion velocity in a
hot plasma may be as high as 30 µm/ns and for a cold neutral
plasma expansion velocities of about 100 m/s were found
at electron temperatures around 1000 K [71]. The expan-
sion was monitored by the temporal evolution of the plasma
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frequency, which was probed by a resonant RF probe. The
ponderomotive force leads to a displacement of electrons
in the direction of pulse propagation [72]. As a plasma os-
cillation is induced by such charge displacements it is ex-
pectable that a longitudinal electron (plasma) oscillation in
the same direction as the light propagation is emerging. In
terms of macroscopic charging an oscillating dipole mo-
ment on the optical axis is generated which in turn can emit
electromagnetic radiation perpendicular to this axis. Such
fast pulsed electric fields were experimentally found in self-
generated filaments in air after excitation by a femtosecond
laser pulse [73].
Various methods have been applied to investigate the pa-
rameters of laser-induced plasmas. The electron temperature
has been measured by Thomson scattering [74]. The ioniza-
tion stage has been determined by ion spectrometry [75] and
by recording the emission of X-rays from the plasma [76].
The time-resolved plasma density profile has been measured
by optical interferometry and holography [77, 78]. Moiré de-
flectometry has been used to determine the density profile in
the plasma channel and its lateral expansion [79]. Spectrom-
etry of ions emitted from the plasma has yielded information
on ion velocity and temperature [80].
Using optical near IR fs-pulses and high-harmonic radi-
ation we have investigated the dynamics, i.e., the oscillation
and decay of a plasma near a liquid water jet as well as some
of its characteristic parameters.
The presented results were recorded with the IR-pump-
XUV-probe apparatus described above. At the IR wave-
length of 2650 nm, which was used for exciting the plasma,
typically a pulse energy of 20–30 µJ was attained for the
nonlinear photon conversion process. This is substantially
higher than for the experiments described in Sec. 3.2, and
also the radiation was tightly focused. Under the assumption
of a pulse duration of 200 fs [36] and a focus diameter of
80–100 µm still a peak intensity of well above 1012 W/cm2
is reached. For the probe the 25th harmonic of 800 nm ra-
diation, corresponding 38.6 eV photon energy, was chosen.
In the vicinity of a liquid beam in vacuum a radial power
low decay of the gas phase density from the liquid surface
toward the vacuum was documented [5].
In Fig. 19 time-resolved kinetic energies (upper trace)
and apparent “binding energies” (lower trace) of an oscil-
lating near liquid interface plasma as a function of time dis-
playing distinct oscillations are depicted. We provide both
the kinetic energy trace and the corresponding (theoretically
calculated) binding energy. The oscillating “binding energy”
suggests that the electrons stem from and belong to the wa-
ter molecules, however, they are not bound anymore to the
water in the gas phase but both are part of an ensemble of
ionized cations and electrons oscillating in time. The plot in
energetic scale shows photoelectrons with large kinetic en-
ergies close to the photon energy.
Fig. 19 Kinetic energies of photoelectrons as a function of time on
top of the water photoelectron spectrum (vertical cut) in the case of
an oscillating near liquid water surface plasma. An oscillation period
of the fast electrons of 1.5 ps corresponding to a plasma frequency of
0.67 THz and a free electron density of 5.6 × 1015 cm−3 (for more
details see the text)
At time delay 0 the IR pump pulse initiates plasma for-
mation near the liquid beam interface (Fig. 20a). Accord-
ing to (8) a period of 1.5 ps corresponds to a plasma fre-
quency of 0.67 THz and a free electron density of 5.6 ×
1015 cm−3. This is a quite low level of electron density.
At 2650 nm the resonance frequency of a laser driven
plasma is 113 THz, which corresponds to a free electron
density of 1.6 × 1020 cm−3. This number is more than
one order of magnitude lower than the critical resonance
free electron density for 800 nm radiation. Due to the low
free electron density in the plasma we conclude that the
plasma resembles more a cold plasma ionized via pondero-
motive acceleration of electrons and tunnel ionization rather
than normal plasma heating at the plasma frequency. Al-
though a number of 22 photons at 2650 nm would be nec-
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Fig. 20 (a) Laser-generated plasma near a liquid water jet (schematic).
(b) Decomposing surface of a liquid interface as calculated in a mole-
cular dynamics simulation. This time scale determines the decay of
the oscillation (and actually terminates it) of the plasma on a picosec-
ond time scale. The dimensions of the simulation boxes in (b) are
4 nm × 4 nm × 50 nm [1, 65] with 300000 water molecules
essary to result in an ionization energy of 10 eV, mak-
ing true multi-photon process less likely, together with the
arguments above, some vibrational resonance contribution
within the ionization process has been observed from the
wavelength dependence of the process. The time scale of
the decay of the plasma in the few picoseconds regime
(see Fig. 19) is related to the transport of hot water mole-
cules in the expanding (exploding) beam interface, which
has been estimated from molecular dynamics simulations
(Fig. 20b).
In conclusion, we demonstrated a method for real-time
probing of laser-ionized plasmas with high temporal reso-
lution, yielding information that is not accessible by other
methods. The technique, based on IR pump and EUV probe,
yields two-dimensional spectral information about a gas
phase plasma expanding near a liquid water beam. As shown
above, from the overall features the ionization mechanism
may be inferred.
4 Summary and conclusions
In the present contribution we have provided an overview of
the technical details and some specific applications of ultra-
fast electronic spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA)
near liquid interfaces (being conceptually an ultrafast ex-
treme ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy). We have
shown that this is a powerful and novel two-dimensional
spectroscopic tool that can monitor (valence) electron or-
bital energies and chemical shifts in time in the condensed
phase near liquid interfaces, and that it enables a new av-
enue for monitoring ultrafast processes in chemistry and in
biological model systems near water and other liquid sol-
vents interfaces. In a few applications of the technique, we
have shown the advantage of the static table-top approach
(photoelectron spectra near liquid interfaces have not been
recorded with high-harmonic sources before) and we have
shed light onto the dynamics of extreme states of matter
(e.g. superheated and supercritical water and ethanol) and
a surface plasma which are all interesting both from a fun-
damental point of view and for certain analytical applica-
tions.
The current state-of-the art report of our technology (to
our knowledge, this is the only experiment of this kind
to date) demonstrates the high potential of the unique
experiment. One of the main future goals of our group
will be to develop the current technique into an ultrafast
photoemission spectroscopy (in the spirit of liquid inter-
face ESCA) accessing core electrons in the so-called wa-
ter window at photon energies between 200 and 600 eV.
The basic strategies for this have been worked out in the
SPP1134 priority program of the DFG. Moreover, in the
future we aim to trace molecular orbitals (and their au-
tocorrelation functions) during molecular transformations
near liquid interfaces, in close collaboration with the-
ory. One of the main challenges will be the clear dis-
tinction of liquid surface phenomena and processes in the
bulk (below the first mono layer), which could in prin-
ciple be addressed in E(X)UV wavelength-dependent ex-
periments (due to different probing and electron escape
depths).
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